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y
you're doing things that arc being done elsewhere
and that are working elsewhere. But this partisan

MARICELLE RUIZ-CALDERON

OutgoingGovernment Development

politicking

in Puerto Rico is so intense that you
really need to double your efforts.
"In the course of that, you become controversia!."

Bank for
Puerto Rico President Marcos RodriguezEma has some strong parting words of advice for
the people

of Puerto Rico.
Realize that Puerto Rico's potential to grow and

SUSCEPTIBLE TO NATIONALISM
Case in point: the sale of the Puerto Rico Tele-

prosper is vast. Seize the myriad opportunities

and maintain the momentum of reforms to
make sure even more opportunities arise. But don't

phone Co.

arising,

be so insular, risk-averse, Status-Qbsessed and
politically-motivated. Break the perplexing, selfinhibiting hang-ups that keep people from accepting that the world has changed and Puerto Rico
must as well. Don't blow it.
Rodriguez-Ema was unusually outspoken when

Rodriguez-Ema said the strike vividly portrayed
how the local labor movement has "missed the

Ema, who became bank president when he was 35
years old, attributed positive change in multiple

government sectors to

a

boat."

"They could have spearheaded a new labor
movement, willing to make changes on the island,
but they were blinded by leftist politics," he said_

strong team of young

public servants.
'What we have tried to do is to bring on board a
whole group of young professionals who care

Continued on next page

about politics, but care more profoundly about

Marcos Rodriguez-Ema offers candid advice
on economics, politics, as he steps down; dump
hang-ups, take advantage of opportunities
interviewed

by CARIBBEAN BUSINESS for

nearly three hours after announcing his resignation
last week, including breaking lots of news on
issues of the day (see related story).

But the most penetrating comments had to do
with forces keeping Puerto Rico from reaching
even higher levels of economic development.

He spoke of how the perception of inevitable
decline that prevailed in Puerto Rico up to the

effecting change," he said

'UNIQUE ROLE IN HISTORY'
Although young mavericks can set things in
motion, Rodriguez-Ema believes real change will
only become a reality the day Puerto Ricans
accept their "unique role in history."
'We have to accept the notion that we are this
very vibrant society that has a strong Hispanic cul-

ture and has

a

very strong influence from the

early 1990s, and that led to the exodus of families

United States," he said.

to Central Rorida, has been reversed.
"We have made it possible for more young people to believe they can make it here. This alone

"Once we accept what we are, without any hangups, and define our political status, the creative

makes me feel we have done our job."
Puerto Rico is not out of the woods yet, however, particularly given the continuing obsession

with status politics, the intense opposition to any
good idea if it comes from an opposing party and
what he calls the remnants of Puerto Rico's leftist
political leaders
past that keeps many people and
that
from accepting reforms
reduce the size of
government and create

a

more free-market econ-

potential is just tremendous.
"Defining everything we do as a society in terms
of partisan politics is one of the saddest legacies

we could leave our children."
Rodriguez-Ema, for instance, believes the governments privatization policy came under fire as a
he said. "For crying out
loud, the whole world is privatizing industries.

Central America,

South America, Germany,

'We've trained minds to believe in huge government and subsidies, to believe good products are

vatizing government-owned industries."

island where many view novel ideas as an attempt
against their identity?

Focus on young people, he said. Rodriguez-
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everything
we do

lilt wasn't economics,"

Poland, Africa, even Communist China, are all pri-

fringe those who can move the economy."
But how do you go about effecting change on an

g

result of status politics.

omy.

only available e1sewh~re, to invest capital outside
of Puerto Rico, to be risk-averse.
"We must shift gears; we have pushed to the

~

"Yet in Puerto Rico, because of politicS and
because we're so insular in our thinking, a lot of
people think it's the wrong thing."
The so-called insular mentality, Rodriguez-Ema
said, is what drives members of the present admin-

istration to light tenaciously to achieve needed
change.

'We are

controversial,

but you have to be," he

said. "Yòu know that you're right. You kn?W that

as a

is one oj
societyin terms ojþartisanþolitics

thesaddest
legacies
we could
leaveour children."

FRONT PAGE STORY
Continued from previous page

"When it comes to making sense, you cannot
make sense when your motive is politics and not
your employees. And thats why it's so hard for me
to comprehend them, because it's so simple when
you look at it from the perspective of what's best
for the employees and for Puerto Rico."

Still, Rodriguez-Ema said the opposition's
attempts to portray the sale as anti-patriotic were

very effective.

"When somebody attacks your Puerto Rican
identity, you're more Puerto Rican than anybody,"
he said, adding that this is a tactic uncommon in

the world. "Could you please tell me of one place
in the world where a /Jag is waived to protest a

privatization process? Only in Puerto Rico.
"But thats part of the prevailing insular mentality, the philosophy that Puerto Rico is surrounded

by mirrors and

is perceived

to he larger than life.

i'That's so wrong."

Tm: DUTCH EXAMPLE
Puerto Rico must take advantage of its strategic
position both geographically and culturally speak-

ing to further develop its economy, RodriguezEma said.

"We're part of the community of nations, the
hemisphere and the Caribbean," he said.
Continued on page 20
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thevery recmt past,everything
on
That's
theislandhadto besubsidized.
n

part ofour tmdmcy,to thinkwe livein
a

bubble.
governmmt-protected

The governmmt can

helpyou,

butit won't d~it foryou. It doesn't
work that way. "
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Section 936 federal tax credit afforded to stateside
companies on the island and held in local banks. He

from poge 19

The island, he explained,

is in

the middle of the

world's largest market, stretching from Canada to
South America, and local business people speak both

Spanish and English, the two most-spoken

languages
in the hemisphere.
"One of the countries which does more business

with Puerto Rico is tiny Holland,"
noted. 'They have an active group of
representatives on the island who long ago established business ties, and continually work on further-

transactions

Rodriguez-Ema

ing those relationships.

'We must follow that example. We need to break
into different countries and cultures to sell our products. We need to learn how to compete in the real
world, not in the economic fantasy world we lived in
for 50 years.

"That formula won't work any more. It's already
proven."

No

MORE TAX SUBSIDIES

more vibrant economy, Rodriguez.
Ema said the island must get over the need for "subsidized hang ups" such as funds proceeding from the

On the road to

a
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defines as subsidks assistance

by government such as

noted how ventures
quickly
such as the Guayacan venture capital fund are
springing up, while investors diversify from Ginnie

capital markets, Rodriguez-Ema

business grants and tax breaks.

Since the U.s. Congress approved the law to
eliminate the subsidy during a 10-year phaseout
period, these companies have been moving 936
funds to the States. And some economists have
been keeping track of the loss.
Still, Rodriguez-Ema

noted

"I haven't
seen any

banks crying over a decrease in earnings."
He added: "In the very recent past, everything
on the island had to be subsidized. Thats part

of our tendency, to think we live in

a

govern-

ment-protected bubble.

"Look, other free markets don't depend so
heavily on subsidies. Subsidies like that aren't in
place to move the Mexican, Chilean, U.s. or
European

economies.

depend on subsidies
overnight?"

Focus

Why should we have to
that

cOO&ld
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But there's hope.
Although Puerto Rico

be taken away

Maes and Treasury bills into higher-risk financial

CLIMATE

instruments.

investment taking
place, such as manufacturing expansions, hotels and

He

is still very limited in terms

of

also noted the significant

retail stores.
Still Rodriguez-Ema said Puerto Rico would

do even better if the government further
expedites the perdecreases corporate taxes and
seeking
mitting process, while local businesses
a
balance
to invest abroad should strike

between persistence and patience.
Meanwhile, Rodriguez-Ema said the government's role in business is to facilitate the completion of transactions. That is, it must be a facilitator that providl."S the business climate, economic
incentives and key assistance to entrepreneurs.
'The government can help you, but it won't

do it for you," he explained.
"It doesn't work that way."

Even staunch communist countries such as
Russia, China and Cuba have sought private

investment to promote economic growth,
Rodriguez.Ema pointed out.

GDB

PRIVATE-SECTOR
LENDING

as a general rule, Puerto Ricans
To deal with that probrisk-taking.
are averse to
GDB's
Economic
Development
the
lem, he said

He noted how,

Bank (EDB) has loan programs targeting young
entrepreneurs and business women. Bank officials also support trade policies and programs
such as science and technology initiatives.
''Young entrepreneurs are normally taken for
granted," he said. "If government officials shut

the door, they will pack their bags, leave, and
set up shop in Orlando."
Many of the loans are relatively small, but the

GDB

has also made large private loans, specifically to manufacturing facilities.
"I see the bank playing a limited role in that

people
area," he said. 'We don't have a line of
out there for huge loans. Fortunately the econthey're all going to priomy is doing well and
vate banks."

W AlWED: FEWER
MU!'olCIPALITIES

Rodriguez-Ema, meanwhile, had strong words
for municipalities.
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More small-business
Aficas coming
By MARlCELLE

RUIZ.CALDERO!'

.
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who had credit ratings and could afford legal and underwriting fees involved
in floating a bond issue.
Santander Securities, in conjunction with Merrill Lynch, issued the bonds in
record time and Banco Santander, in turn, began closing on loans varying in
amounts from $200,000 to $8 million for periods of 10, 15 or 20 years at low
interest rates.

STEVE BEAUCL\lR

"The bank reports 45% of the Afica-Santander

Two local

banks are in line to follow Banco Santander's lead in issuing Afica
the outgoing president of the Government

bonds for small businesses,

funds have been approved
lending,"
said Carlos Garcia, Santander Securities vice president and direcfor
tor of investment banking. "Other businesses are in the application process.

Development Bank for Puerto Rico (GOB) Marcos Rodriguez-Ema revealed.
For its part, Banco Santander is structuring a second small-business Afica of

All results thus far indicate

its own.
Afica is the Spanish acronym for the Industrial, Tourist, Educational, Medical and Environmental Control Facilities Financing Authority, a GOB sub-

strong possibility that by the end of this year or early 1999, Santander will issue another Afica bond given the success of our initial program,"
Ga rcia added.
Rodriguez-Ema said other products using Afica and the Tourism Development Fund programs could be implemented to benefit science and technology,

sidiary that grants tax exemption to private sector bonds.
Under Rodriguez-Ema's direction, the GOB challenged the banking industry
to create low-cost, long-term financing for small businesses. Banco Santander
responded with a successful $50 million tax-exempt Afica issue in June.
Afica typically benefiteg large corporations, institutions or municipalities

Madame President
The

incoming president of the Govemme,nt
Development Bank for Puerto Rico (GOB),
Lourdes Rovira, is expected to push forWard

Rodriguez-Ema's

privatization
medium-sized

programs, including fast-track
and tax-exempt bonds for small and
businesses.

a

very successful program as we're on track with

our projections."
"There is

a

as well as research

and development areas.

"As we grow into the technology
said.

a~d prominenc

vira said in a written state,
"Sweeping
is exciting, and even more
ment.
is
an active part of it."
so when one
The duties of Rovira, who's been at the GDB'for
ing pubJíc
three years, so far hãve included ove
finances and structuring bon
'at the GOB, Rovira
wor
the University of
dire
she
ctured the

area,

it's

a

concept worth exploring," he

-

finance system of the 71,OOO-student,

ll-campus

university.

Rovira has also worked in the insura-nce industry
and at the U.S. Small Business Administration.
She's a UPR graduate and has completed executive
efore she. business programs at Stànford U-niversity and the
University of Mi.chigan.
a-nc

-MRC

The Board of Directors
of the Government Development Bank for Puerto
Rico confirmed Rovira for
president of the institution.

Rovira, expected to take
charge after outgoing

Marcos
president
st
Rodriguez-Ema
t
of
down at the end
month', will beco~e th
first female president i
the bank's 55-ye~r histo

"Nearly six

y

s

a
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t
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of them have to merge,
others have to expand, and yet others
have to disappear.
"Some of these entities are just too litpalities. Some

they call themselves

autonomous municipalities on their letterheads,

but the letterhead

is all .that's

tle to survive as municipalities. And
that's why you have extreme fiscal problems in some of them because they're
ill-equipped to deal with fiscal structures. They don't have the necessary

autonomous," he said. "For everything
else, they're depending on the largesse
of the central government."
His solution would simply be to elima few municipalities.
'The problem with the municipalities
in Puerto Rico is that we have too
many, and we've substituted caciques
(Indian chiefs) for mayors," he said.

specialists

inate

'The real municipal reform will come
when we have only about 25 munici-

,

managing the economic side

of the municipalities. And the political
pressure is too intense.
Rodriguez-Ema said the idea of city
ìnanagers wouldn't fly in island municipalities because mayors wouldn't allow

others to control budgets.

-

Espaciosdisponibles
pora: Videos, Mini Mart, Tiendas de Ropa,
Reslaurantes, Centros de Belleza, Tiendas de Muebles, Opticas,
Tiendas de Calzado, Banco, Agendas de Viaies, ek...

AmplioParking

Localización: Carr. Estatal # 174, 105 calles 9 y Boundary,
Urb Santa Rosa Bayamón.

Inf. Maribel Plaza, Tel. 764-0893

